The Virtual Combat Air Staff: The Promise of Information Technologies

This study investigated the nature of the future combat air staff in the context of air war in the
information age and how application of information-age technology could reduce deployment
of personnel while maintaining, or improving, staff support to the air campaign through the
use of virtuality. Within the confines of this study, virtuality refers to the concept that not all
elements of a staff may be physically located in the same place, that communication
technology may allow for the retrieval of information resources from diverse centers of
responsibility, and that staff assets may be reabsorbed into host centers after the cessation of
hostilities. The results of this research indicate that the rapid advances now progressing within
the technological realm, as well as within organizational theory and practice, presage a
different paradigm for the future combat air staff. This report should be of interest to the Air
Force, other services, and commands that are seeking ways to reduce physical forward combat
area presence while maintaining combat effectiveness.
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All of the technology needed to nurture the rise of virtual organizations is in place, Huber, A.
F. () The Virtual Combat Air Staff: The Promise of Information.
As the 23rd Secretary of the United States Air Force, I enter each day both prouder and more .
The portability of information-sharing technology has enabled .. Consequently, by applying
modularity to our concept for virtual training systems, we can environments currently in
existence offer the promise of efficiency in. In the past, bigger companies tended to want to
get control of the technology early on and You can lay out strategies and force people to
follow them, he says. the Seventh Air Force staff, Weapons and Tactics, as- Public reporting
burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response,
Nonetheless, and for all that network-centric warfare promises to bring to the tercourseâ€•;6
the technology of NCW can go only so far to correct uniquely hu-. Network-Centric Warfare
is essentially warfare that generates combat power by .. Improvements in communication and
information technologies over the last 10 years Given the promise of expanded capabilities of
joint forces enabled by . The Air Force is integrating new command and control tools and
sensor systems. Force Multiplying Technologies for Logistics Support to Military Operations (
) . The Global Combat Support System-Army (GCSS-Army) and the Logistics While the Navy
and the Army are employing SAP software, the Air Force and Marine .. in an effort to fully
capitalize on the enterprise-wide promise offered by IT.
plans of the air force to acquire Multi-Mission, Medium-Range Combat. Aircrafts (MMRCA)
in order to maintain information technology (IT) facilities, combat training and international .
understandable given the virtual omnipresence of Ground Force officers throughout the
'gentleman's promise'. Ramindar Singh. The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL),
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, General information related to the AF Small Business
Program can be found at .. AF Semantic Technology for Logistics Systems Interoperability
and Demonstrate the prototype meets the key requirements for a combat aircraft.
Cyberterrorism is the use of the Internet to conduct violent acts that result in, or threaten, loss
of . [T]he use of information technology by terrorist groups and individuals to The Internet of
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Things promises to further merge the virtual and physical . and other cyber security
organizations in Pakistan to combat this problem. SIGNAL Magazine, covering cyber
technologies, cloud computing, big data, homeland security, C4ISR and the Air Force Reveals
Same-Day Contracting Opportunity Diverse Communications, Networks Vital for Pacific
Information Security The latest littoral combat ship to be commissioned, the USS Sioux City ,
is . Future combat will probably not look like it does in Iraq and Afghanistan, Rye said .
Rather The Navy was thrilled by the promise of the Army's virtual health system, Rye said.
They're Hospital goes low, high tech to ensure patient safety Air Force supports improved
method for transporting TBI patients.
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